
 

 

                  WHY I JOINED NCC ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 I didn’t even heard the name of NCC before when I joined Safi institute of advanced study, vazhayoor our 

college informed that our college starting NCC in college, then the enrolment for NCC got scheduled in the college, 

there I was introduced to the NCC by ANO NCC of the college. First of all I didn’t know nothing about NCC. Then I 

checked on google about NCC. When I checked google there was a lot of experience about NCC by NCC cadets, So I 

got lot of knowledge about NCC. NCC would make me a great person. The main reason to join NCC is, I like to serve 

nation. So I thought about this great opportunity. It’s an opportunity being a part of army. So, I decided to give it a 

try and then forget about it. That enrolment day they gave all information that looks so attractive to anyone to join 

NCC in the best possible way. At last, I with my friend get enrolled and I am really thankful that my friend was there 

with me in NCC. Everyone has a leader inside, NCC helped to develop leader quality inside me. NCC will teach the 

skill of taking initiative, I remember, the instructor asked me, if I could become the commander of the guard of 

honour, I decided to take the first step ahead because of NCC. I joined NCC not only because it gives me 

opportunities but also to learn so many things, get smarter, built confidence, be responsible and yeah so that in the 

future I will be able to present myself as a capable human being. It was quite hard but I loved it!! 
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